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MUZIK!

VERSE I
The mirror cracks in thousand pieces,
are the reflections still true?
Read the stars and all their meanings,
prepare for something new

BRIDGE
Investigate the human fate,
Are we lost in the shadows?
Seek the light in the darkness of life,
as we wonder why we care...

CHORUS
Somewhere Beyond Reality is the answer
Sometime Beyond Reality it's rising

VERSE II
The prophecy is told and living,
but is it the time?
Afraid of fear and all it's giving,
you better dream and hide

BRIDGE
Day by day, night after night,
in a different dimension
Another world, another time,
is there something waiting there?

CHORUS
Somewhere Beyond Reality is the answer
Sometime Beyond Reality it's rising
Beyond Reality lies the answer

STICK
Investigate the human fate,
are we lost in the shadows?
Seek the light in the darkness of life,
as we wonder why we care...

CHORUS
Somewhere Beyond Reality is the answer
Sometime Beyond Reality it's rising
Somewhere Beyond Reality lies the answer

Somewhere is a mystery
Sometime is a fantasy
Beyond the Reality lies the answer
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